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Abstract 
 

MDM2 (Murine Double Minute, clone 2), p14arf (alternate reading frame), NPM (nucleophosmin) 

regulate p53 activity.  

Two hundred biopsies, including normal bronchial, pre-invasive and invasive tissues, were 

examined for changes in NPM, p14arf, MDM2 and p53 expression patterns by 

immunohistochemistry and immunofluorescence with confocal microscopy. 

NPM and p14arf displayed a diffuse nuclear staining in most normal bronchial tissue. The fraction of 

biopsies displaying higher MDM2 staining or a nucleolar relocalization of NPM increased at mild 

and moderate dysplasia, respectively. Two different modifications occurred in p14arf expression, its 

loss or its nucleolar relocalization, both increasing at severe dysplasia and both being associated 

with high MDM2 expression. In addition, the nucleolar relocalization of p14arf was associated with 

that of NPM. Immunofluorescence staining indicated that NPM and p14arf either colocalized in the 

nucleoplasm or in the nucleoli, before and from severe dysplasia, respectively. MDM2 was never 

detected in the nucleoli. 

Changes occur thus in MDM2, p14arf and NPM level of expression and/or cellular distribution 

during early steps of lung carcinogenesis. Their relative localization by immunofluorescence 

supports the hypothesis that p14arf nucleolar relocalization impairs p14arf-MDM2 complexes 

formation and that NPM might sequester p14arf. But the demonstration of this hypothesis requires 

further functional studies. 
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Introduction  

p53 is a tumour suppressor involved at very early steps of lung carcinogenesis (1). Its 

activity is regulated by several proteins like the human homologue of the murine double minute 

clone 2 (MDM2), p14arf (alternate reading frame) and the nucleophosmin (NPM, also called B23, numatrin 

or NO38). MDM2 plays an essential role in regulating p53 by blocking its transactivation domain 

and inducing its fast proteolysis but it also has oncogenic properties independent from p53(2). 

MDM2 is regulated by the tumour suppressor p14arf , which binds to MDM2, preventing the p53-

MDM2 interaction and thereby p53 degradation. It was commonly accepted that p14arf sequesters 

MDM2 in the nucleoli (3;4). This model has been challenged by studies showing that MDM2 is not 

relocalized from the nucleoplasm to the nucleoli during p14arf-induced growth arrest (5). Recent 

studies suggests that NPM can sequester p14arf in nucleoli preventing the formation of 

nucleoplasmic p14arf-MDM2 complexes (6). NPM is indeed a protein involved in ribosome 

synthesis and protein shuttling. It is now thought to play a role in carcinogenesis (7;8)  but the 

specific role of NPM in cancer is still debated (8). One potential oncogenic activity of this protein 

could be the nucleolar sequestration of p14arf (6).” 

At the early stages of lung carcinogenesis, the expression of p53 was previously studied 

(1), but the expressions of the proteins that regulate its activity were poorly investigated. Indeed, 

MDM2 and p14arf have been widely studied in invasive lung cancer (9-25). But only some data 

suggest that MDM2 expression is modified in the early stages of carcinogenesis (14) and p14arf has 

not been assessed in bronchial pre-invasive tissues. So far to our knowledge, NPM expression was 

never studied in lung cancer neither at invasive stages nor at early ones. The purpose of this study 

was to assess whether MDM2, p14arf and NPM were expressed and to determine whether their 

expression level and/or distributions were modified during early squamous cell carcinogenesis. In 

addition, we analyzed if any relationship exists between the expression levels and/or distribution of 

p53, MDM2, p14arf and NPM in bronchial preneoplasia. 
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Materials and methods 

1) Study population 

Eligible patients had a minimum smoking exposure of 30 pack-years and/or a history of 

lung or head and neck cancer. Fluorescence bronchoscopy was performed under local anaesthesia 

and all areas that appeared as abnormal were biopsied (26). Only the most severe lesion found in an 

individual patient was examined and every biopsy analyzed was from a different patient. Two 

hundred consecutively eligible patients were included in the study between 1996 and 2002. The 

slides used to assess MDM2, p14arf and NPM were successively cut from the paraffin block; 

however some blocks contained insufficient tissue for assessment of all three proteins. The numbers 

of studied biopsies for MDM2, p14arf and NPM expression were 179, 144 and 136, respectively. All 

stained biopsies were classified using the 1999 histological WHO/IASLC classification of pre-

invasive and invasive squamous lesions of the bronchus (27) into microscopically normal bronchial 

epithelium from smokers or non-smokers (normal), hyperplasia, metaplasia, mild dysplasia (MiD), 

moderate dysplasia (MoD), severe dysplasia (SD), carcinoma in situ (CIS), and invasive squamous 

cell carcinoma (SQCC) (table 1). 

2) Immunohistochemistry (IHC) for MDM2, p14arf and NPM  

Biopsies were routinely fixed in 10 % neutral buffered formalin and embedded in paraffin. 

Four µm tissue slides were deposited on SuperFrost Plus Slides (Menzel-Gläser, Braunschweing, 

Germany). IHC was performed using a standard avidin-biotin-peroxydase complex (28;29). For 

MDM2 staining, antigen retrieval was accomplished by microwave heating for 15 minutes (650 W) 

in 0.01 M citrate buffer, pH 6 and, for p14 and NPM, by immersion in a basic solution (Tris-EDTA 

buffer, pH 9) for 30 minutes in a boiling water bath. All the following steps were performed 

automatically at 37°C using the NexES system (Ventana Medical Systems, Tucson, AZ, USA). The 

slides were incubated with the anti-NPM antibodies (mouse monoclonal IgG1; B23 (0412): sc-

47725; Santa Cruz Biotechnology, USA, dilution 1/150) for 30 minutes at 37°C or 60 minutes at 

37°C with the anti-MDM2 antibody (mouse monoclonal IgM; NCL-MDM2, Novocastra; 
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Newcastle, UK dilution 1/50) or overnight at 4°C with the anti-p14arf antibody (rabbit polyclonal 

IgG; ab3642, Abcam, Novus Biological, Littleton, CO, USA, dilution 1/100). 

Negative controls included omitting the primary antibody and substituting it with a normal 

mouse IgM for MDM2 antibody, a normal rabbit IgG for p14arf and a normal mouse IgG1 for NPM. 

MDM2 positive osteosarcoma, p14arf and NPM positive cervix carcinoma were used as positive 

controls.  

Three independent investigators assessed IHC stainings. Individual observations were 

compared and discordant interpretations were resolved by a collective review of the slides in 

question using a multi-head microscope. All analyses were performed blind to patient background 

information. For the three proteins, nuclear staining only was assessed since cytoplasmic staining 

was considered as background (21;24;30).  

3) Immunofluorescence (IF) for p53, MDM2, p14arf and NPM 

After blocking them for 30 minutes with PBS containing 0.5% gelatine (Bio-Rad, 

Hercules, California, USA) and 0.25% bovine serum albumin (Gibco, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, 

California, USA), the slides were incubated overnight at 4°C in humid chambers with the primary 

antibodies (anti-p53 (IgG2bκ; clone DO-7, MS186 R7, DakoCytomation, Copenhagen, Denmark), 

dilution 1/50, anti-MDM2, dilution 1/50, anti-p14arf, dilution 1/25, anti-NPM, dilution 1/100). After 

washing with PBS containing 0.2% gelatine, the slides were incubated with the secondary 

antibodies in humid chambers for 60 minutes at room temperature. Goat anti-mouse IgG conjugated 

to Alexa Fluor 633 (Molecular Probes, Eugene, Oregon, USA, 1/100) was used to recognize the 

anti-p53 antibody; goat anti-mouse IgM conjugated to fluorescein isothiocyanate (Jackson 

Immunoresearch, West Grove, Pennsylvania, USA, 1/50) for anti-MDM2 antibody; goat anti-rabbit 

IgG conjugated to Alexa Fluor 546 (Molecular Probes, 1/100) for anti-p14arf antibody; goat anti-

mouse IgG1 coupled to biotin (Southern Biotechnology Associates, Birmingham, Alabama, USA, 

1/100) for anti-NPM antibody. When the secondary antibody was the biotinylated goat anti-mouse 

IgG1, the slides were incubated for 20 minutes with Alexa Fluor 633 conjugated strepatvidin 
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(Molecular Probes, dilution 1/1000). The samples were washed again with PBS containing 0.2% 

gelatine and mounted in DABCO-based medium (MP Biomedicals, Irvine, California, USA). Two 

negative controls demonstrated the desired specificity of the fluorescent reagents by: 1) omission of 

the primary antibody and 2) staining negative slides identified using IHC staining for each 

individual protein. External positive controls were those used in IHC. 

The slides were analyzed with a laser scanning confocal microscope (LSM 510; Carl Zeiss 

Microscopy, Iena, Germany) using a 63 x objective and light source wavelengths of 488, 546 and 

633 nm. The previously described negative controls were used as reference to determine the zero 

intensity level of staining. The slides were successively analysed at each light source wavelengths 

to identify the presence of each individual protein. The protein’s cellular localization was assessed 

by determining the corresponding differential interference contrast (DIC). The projection of the 

three confocal images with the three light source wavelengths was referred to as “overlay images”. 

The relative intracellular localization of the four proteins was assessed by analysing the 

fluorescence intensity profiles for each staining along lines drawn across representative nuclei on 

the zoom of the overlay images. 

4) Statistical assessment 

The correlation between two continuous variables was assessed using the Spearman ranks 

correlation coefficient. Mann-Whitney and Kruskal-Wallis tests were performed to compare the 

distribution of continuous variables based on binary or categorical values (>2 categories), 

respectively. Comparison between the distributions of two dichotomic variables was performed 

using Fisher bilateral exact tests. Comparisons between the distributions of a categorical (> 2 

categories) and dichotomic or two categorical variables, were assessed using chi square tests for 

heterogeneity or for a trend in case of ordering of the level of the categorical variable, respectively.  

We are aware that performing multiple tests increases the probability of false positives. For 

our exploratory purpose, we reduced the threshold for statistical significance from 0.05 level to 

0.01. 
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Results 

              1. Evaluation of MDM2, p14arf and NPM expression by using IHC. 

1 a) MDM2 expression  

The distribution of MDM2 staining was scored according to Eymin et al (21) (illustrated in 

Figure 1). Based on this scoring system, 89/179 biopsies (50%) overexpressed MDM2 (referred in 

the text as high MDM2). The distribution of MDM2 expression in relation to histological stage is 

shown in table 1. A significant increase in the number of high MDM2 expressing biopsies occurred 

at MiD and remained stable from MiD to SQCC. Two groups were thus observed: group 1 (< MiD) 

and group 2 (≥ MiD) with 23% and 79% high MDM2, respectively (p<0.001). 

1 b) p14arf expression  

p14arf expression was considered negative when < 10% of the cells were stained 

(15;19;20). Among the positive slides, two patterns were observed: either the nuclei were totally 

stained or the staining was localized in small round nuclear structures, identified by IF as nucleoli 

(see below). The slides showing ≥ 10% of cells with p14arf relocalized from the nucleoplasm to the 

nucleoli were called nucleolar relocalized while the remaining positive slides (≥ 10% of cells 

stained but < 10% of cells with relocalized p14arf in the nucleoli) were called diffuse nuclear. The 

different patterns of expression are shown in Figure 1. Among the 144 biopsies assessed for p14arf 

expression, 42 biopsies (29%) had lost p14arf expression based on a cut-off at 10% (p14arf negative 

or p14arf–). In the group of 102 p14arf+ biopsies, 13 (9% of all biopsies) displayed p14arf nucleolar 

redistribution and 89 had diffuse nuclear p14arf staining (62% of all biopsies). The distribution of 

p14arf expression in three subgroups (negative, relocalized to nucleoli and diffuse nuclear) relative 

to the histopathological classification is shown in table 1. The proportion of p14arf– biopsies was 

lower in biopsies with a grade inferior to SD (19% versus 52%, p<0.001). The percentage of 

biopsies with redistributed p14arf nucleolar staining also increased from SD (38% versus 6%, 
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p<0.001). The proportion of aberrant p14arf expression, including the loss of expression or nucleolar 

redistribution, also increased at the stage of SD (70% versus 24%, p<0.001).  

1 c) NPM expression 

Two different patterns of staining were observed for NPM in bronchial epithelial cells: 

either diffuse nuclear staining or concentrated only in the nucleoli with no staining detected in the 

nucleoplasm. The first pattern is referred to as diffuse nuclear staining and the second as nucleolar 

relocalized staining (30), both shown in Figure 1. Among the 136 biopsies assessed for NPM 

expression, 20 biopsies (15%) had aberrant NPM expression with NPM being totally relocalized to 

the nucleoli. The abnormal distribution of NPM in relation to histological stage is shown in table 1. 

There was a statistically significant increase in NPM relocalization to the nucleoli at MoD. Two 

different subgroups of NPM expression were thus identified: group 1 (< MoD) and group 2 (≥ 

MoD) with 5% and 26% of the biopsies showing NPM relocalized to the nucleoli, respectively 

(p=0.001). 

2) Correlations of protein expression. 

The expression of p14arf and MDM2 was assessed in 140 biopsies. We found an association 

(table 2) between the pattern of p14arf (negative, nucleolar relocalized, diffuse nuclear) and MDM2 

expression (chi square, p<0.001). The relocalization of p14arf to the nucleoli or the loss of its 

expression, were both associated with high MDM2 expression. 

A total of 135 biopsies were assessed for the expression of the three proteins. Aberrant NPM 

expression was not associated with aberrant MDM2 (p=0.144) expression. Nucleolar relocalization 

of NPM and p14arf were consistently associated (chi square, p<0.001) (table 3). 

3) Relative intracellular distributions assessed by IF staining and confocal microscopy 

Sections from selected samples representing the different IHC patterns detected for these 

three markers were analyzed using triple IF staining with antibodies to either p14arf, MDM2 and 

p53 (13 biopsies: 2 hyperplasia, 3 metaplasia, 4 MoD, 2 SD and 2 SQCC, with 3 representative 
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samples shown in Figures 2A, 2B and 2C) or p14arf, MDM2 and NPM (11 biopsies: 2 hyperplasia, 2 

metaplasia, 1 MiD, 4 MoD, 2 SQCC, with 2 representative samples shown in Figures 3A and 3B).  

Firstly, we assessed the intracellular distribution of these proteins. IF confirmed by a second 

technique the majority of the results obtained by IHC and added information about the intracellular 

localization of proteins like MDM2 and p53 which were excluded from the nucleoli (not seen by 

IHC) and were distributed in the nucleoplasm in all biopsies analyzed for MDM2 (as illustrated in 

the samples of Figures 2 and 3) and in biopsies in which p53 was expressed (Figure 2A-2B). 

However, p53 was undetectable in 6 of 13 samples (Figure 2C). The three and the two different 

patterns observed by IHC for p14arf (figures 2A-C and 3A-B) and for NPM (figures 3A-B), 

respectively, were confirmed by IF. Moreover, while both p14arf and NPM displayed a diffuse 

distribution in the whole nuclei by IHC, IF showed that p14arf was exclusively localized in the 

nucleoplasm (figure 3A) in these cases. IF also identified the nuclear loci in which p14arf and NPM 

colocalized as being the nucleoli.  

Secondly, we determined the relative intracellular localizations of these proteins. 

Fluorescence intensity profiles showed that MDM2 (green) and p53 (blue) colocalized in the 

nucleoplasm (Figures 2A-2B). The localization of p14arf relative to nucleoplasmic and/or nucleolar 

NPM was also assessed. When NPM was present in both the nucleoli and the nucleoplasm, it 

colocalized exclusively with p14arf in the nucleoplasm (Figure 3A). When NPM was present only 

in the nucleoli, it colocalized with p14arf in the nucleoli (Figure 3B). MDM2 was consistently 

detected in the nucleoplasm, excluding the nucleoli, and this distribution was independent from the 

absence of p14arf (Figure 2A) or from its distribution either in the nucleoplasm (Figure 3A) or in 

the nucleoli (Figures 2B-2C-3B).  

 

Discussion 

Our data, based on a large series of biopsies, indicated that aberrant expression of MDM2, 

NPM and p14arf appeared at different stages during bronchial squamous cell carcinogenesis:  MiD, 
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MoD and SD, respectively. Two different types of aberrations were observed in p14arf expression: 

loss of the protein or its relocalization to nucleoli. Both types of aberrances in p14arf expression, its 

loss or its relocalization, statistically increased at SD and were associated with high level of MDM2 

expression. p14arf nucleolar relocalization was  correlated to that of NPM. NPM and p14arf 

colocalized either in the nucleoplasm or the nucleoli. Interestingly, MDM2 was never found 

relocalized to the nucleoli. 

Our study is the first to assess MDM2 protein overexpression at every stage of SQCC 

development. Previously, MDM2 expression was detected in some cases of hyperplasia, metaplasia 

and dysplasia (14), but the proportion of lesions expressing MDM2 was not determined nor was 

compared with normal tissue expression. We found that MDM2 was initially overexpressed at the 

MiD stage, with 80% of the biopsies showing a high MDM2 expression while only 19% of normal 

bronchial tissue did so. 

Previous studies have demonstrated a loss of p14arf expression in 18-50% of invasive SQCC 

(20;22;24). However, to our knowledge, no study was published on p14arf expression in bronchial 

squamous cell preneoplastic lesions. Our data revealed that p14arf loss of expression occured at 

early stages. This abnormality was observed at a higher grade (SD) than MDM2 overexpression, 

with half of SD losing p14arf expression. In addition, we also observed that some preneoplastic 

samples displayed a redistribution of p14arf in the nucleoli. Our study revealed that this pattern of 

expression was not present in normal tissue from smokers but increased with the severity of the 

lesions, most significantly at SD. In addition, among 46 invasive lung carcinomas on surgically 

resected tumours, 36% of SQCC were positive for p14arf which was also localized in the nucleoli 

(data not shown). Our results are based on two complementary methods: IHC and IF. Both 

techniques defined three patterns of p14arf expression. Firstly, samples negative for p14arf were 

consistently detected by both techniques. Secondly, IF determined that the diffuse nuclear pattern 

observed by IHC, was a distribution in the nucleoplasm excluding the nucleoli. Thirdly, IF clearly 
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defined that the punctate distribution of p14arf and NPM was actually a colocalization in the nucleoli 

as identified on DIC examination and by detection of the C23 nucleolar protein (data not shown).  

The two following hypotheses were formulated to explain the role of the relocalization of p14arf. 

The first one is a protective effect for p53 activity: the concentration of p14arf in the nucleoli would 

sequester MDM2 in the nucleoli thereby preventing MDM2 from inhibiting p53-induced cell cycle 

arrest and apoptosis (4). The second one is a pejorative effect: the nucleolar localization of p14arf, 

possibly in association with NPM, would prohibit its ability to form complexes with nucleoplasmic 

MDM2 (6). IF staining indicated that the nucleolar localization of p14arf did not correlate with 

MDM2 nucleolar relocalization, favouring the hypothesis that the relocalization of p14arf in the 

nucleoli prevents the formation of p14arf /MDM2 complexes in the nucleoplasm. The association 

detected by IHC between the loss of p14arf expression and its nucleolar relocalization in conjunction 

with increased MDM2 levels also support this hypothesis. The low level of MDM2 expression 

when p14arf was expressed in the nucleoplasm could be due to the promotion of MDM degradation 

by p14arf (31). 

As NPM is thought to play a role in cancer (7;8), particularly by inducing p14arf nucleolar 

relocalization (6), we assessed its expression in the same biopsies by IHC and by IF. Relocalization 

of NPM has been reported in colic carcinogenesis (30). Our experiments provide the first data on 

NPM expression in bronchial carcinogenesis and add to the limited data available on NPM protein 

expression in cancers. The entire series of normal lung tissue from smokers showed diffuse nuclear 

NPM distribution and p14arf colocalized with NPM in the nucleoplasm. The number of biopsies 

with NPM concentrated in the nucleoli (no NPM detected in the nucleoplasm) increased 

progressively with the severity of the lesions, with a significant cut-off at MoD. The nucleolar 

relocalizations of both NPM and p14arf and the absence of NPM in the nucleoplasm were strongly 

associated. In both normal tissue and bronchial squamous cell pre-invasive stages, MDM2 was 

expressed in the nucleoplasm excluding the nucleoli. These data support the hypothesis that NPM, 

by relocalizing p14arf to the nucleoli, might prevent it from inhibiting MDM2 in the nucleoplasm 
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(6). However, whether NPM has a role in lung carcinogenis and whether such a role involves the 

regulation of p53 through p14arf nucleolar relocalization requires further in vitro and in vivo 

investigations. The work by Colombo et al. (32) (33) indicates that wild type NPM, but not a 

leukemia-associated NPM mutant, controls the nucleolar localization and the stability of p14arf. The 

work by Korgaonkar et al. (6) demonstrates in addition that NPM antagonizes p14arf function by 

mediating its recruitment in the nucleoli. By contrast, previous results by Colombo et al. (34) 

suggested that NPM was also able to interact directly with p53 thereby increasing its stability and 

its transcriptional activity. These apparent contradictory results might be reconciled if NPM exerts 

opposite effects on p53 activity depending on its level of expression as recently suggested (8): high 

concentration of NPM distributed in the whole nucleus would activate p53 (34), whereas low 

concentration of NPM, localized in the nucleoli only, would inhibit p53 (6). 

In conclusion, our data show that changes occur in MDM2, p14arf and NPM level of 

expression and/or cellular distribution during early steps of lung carcinogenesis and, thereby, shed 

further light on the chronological appearance of biological abnormalities in the process of bronchial 

squamous cell carcinoma development.  

Acknowledgments. This study was supported by a grant from the FNRS, a grant from the 

Télévie-FNRS and a grant from the ASBL “Les Amis de l’Institut Jules Bordet”.  
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Table 1: distribution of aberrant MDM2, NPM and p14arf expression according to histological 

classification  

 
 

Aberrant expression of the protein as defined by the chosen threshold: 

Number of biopsies with aberrant protein expression/total number of assessed biopsies (%),

 
p14arf 

 

Histology 

high MDM2 
NPM 

nucleolar 
relocalized negative 

(1) 

nucleolar 
relocalized  

(2) 

 
aberrant 

expression 
(1+2) 

 

Normal 
5/26 

19% 

0/15 

0% 

4/16 

25% 

0/16 

0% 

4/16 

25% 

Hyperplasia 
8/36 

22% 

2/22 

9% 

4/26 

15% 

1/26 

4% 

5/26 

19% 

Metaplasia 
9/32 

28% 

1/22 

5% 

4/24 

17% 

1/24 

4% 

5/24 

21% 

Mild 

dysplasia 

16/20 

80% p<0.001 

1/16 

6% 

2/16 

13% 

1/16 

7% 

3/16 

20% 

Moderate 

dysplasia 

14/18 

80% 

4/17 

24% p=0.001 

5/18 

29% 

2/18 

11% 

7/18 

40% 

Severe 

dysplasia 

15/19 

76% 

4/18 

22% 

9/18 

50% p<0.001 

4/18 

22% p<0.001 

13/18 

72% p<0.001 

In situ 

carcinoma 

13/16 

81% 

2/16 

13% 

9/16 

56% 

2/16 

18% 

11/16 

74% 

Invasive 

carcinoma 

9/12 

75% 

6/10 

60% 

5/10 

50% 

2/10 

20% 

(7/10) 

70% 

Overall 
89/179 

50% 

20/136 

15% 

42/144 

29% 

13/144 

9% 

55/144 

38% 
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Legend: different grey intensities represent different groups where expression of the protein 

changes statistically significantly (with p value obtained by chi square test for a linear trend)  
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 Table 2: distribution of p14arf expression according to MDM2 expression  

 

Table 2A: globally for the 140 biopsies 

 
 
 

 

p14arf 

 

MMDDMM22 
 

diffuse nuclear 
 

nucleolar relocalized negative 

hhiigghh 
  

3311  
 

  

1111 

  

30 

low 
  

5566  
 

2 10 

TToottaall 
  

8877  
 

1133 4400 

 
Legend: For each pattern of p14arf expression, the larger group is shown in grey. We found a 

statistically significant (p<0.001) association between the distributions of p14arf and MDM2 

patterns of expression. Indeed, the majority of biopsies with loss (30/40: 75%) or a nucleolar 

relocalization (11/13: 85%) of p14arf expression also displayed MDM2 high expression. On the 

opposite, 64% (56/87) of biopsies with p14arf diffuse nuclear staining did not aberrantly express 

MDM2. 
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Table 2B: in stages preceding severe dyplasia 

 

 

p14arf 

 

MMDDMM22 
 

diffuse nuclear 
 

nucleolar relocalized negative 

hhiigghh 
  

2222  
 

  

44 

  

12 

low 
  

5522  
 

1 6 

TToottaall 
  

7744  
 

55 1188 

 

Tables 2C: in stages from to severe dysplasia 

 

 

p14arf 

 

MMDDMM22 
 

diffuse nuclear 
 

nucleolar relocalized negative 

hhiigghh 
  

99  
 

  

77 

  

18 

low 
  

44  
 

1 4 

TToottaall   88 2222 
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1133  
 

 

Legend: tables 2B and 2C illustrate the association between p14arf and MDM2 before and from the 

stage of severe dysplasia at which p14arf aberration increases statistically. The largest groups are 

highlighted in grey. In table 2B, the largest group is this with diffuse nuclear p14arf expression and 

low MDM2 expression. In table 2C, the largest group loses p14arf expression and shows high 

MDM2 expression. The statistical significance of these data could not be calculated due to the small 

number of samples. 

 

Table 3: distribution of NPM expression based on p14arf expression  

 

Table 3A: globally for the 135 biopsies 

 

 

p14arf 

 

NPM 
 

diffuse nuclear 

 

nucleolar relocalized negative 

diffuse nuclear 78 3 34 

nucleolar relocalized 5 10 5 

Total 83 13 39 

 

 
Legend: For each pattern of p14arf expression, the larger group is shown in grey. Nucleolar 

relocalizations of NPM and p14arf were consistently associated (chi square, p<0.001), 77% (10/13) 

of biopsies with nucleolar p14arf had also NPM relocalized in the nucleoli. Diffuse nuclear NPM 
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staining was observed in 87% (34/39) of p14arf– biopsies and 94% (78/83) of biopsies with diffuse 

nuclear p14arf staining. 

 

 Table 3B: in stages preceding severe dyplasia 

 

 

p14arf 

 

NPM 
 

diffuse nuclear 

 

nucleolar relocalized negative 

diffuse nuclear 67 2 14 

nucleolar relocalized 3 3 2 

Total 70 5 16 

 

Table 3C: in stages from severe dysplasia 

 

 

p14arf 

 

NPM 
 

diffuse nuclear 

 

nucleolar relocalized negative 

diffuse nuclear 11 1 20 

nucleolar relocalized 2 7 3 
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Total 13 8 23 

 

Legend: tables 3B and 3C illustrate the association between p14arf and NPM before and from the 

stage of severe dysplasia onwards at which p14arf aberration statistically increases. The largest 

groups are highlighted in grey. In table 3B, the largest group shows diffuse nuclear p14arf and 

diffuse nuclear NPM expression. In table 3C, the largest group loses p14arf expression and shows 

nuclear NPM expression. In table 3C, the number of biopsies with nucleolar relocalized NPM 

increases and the majority of them (7/8) also have a nucleolar relocalisation of p14arf. The statistical 

significance of these data could not be calculated due to the small number of samples. 
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Figure 1: different patterns obtained by using immunhistochemistry staining. 

Legend: Immunohistochemical stainings showing the different patterns of expression for the three 

proteins. A: low MDM2 expression  (score 1 according to Eymin et al) in a hyperplasia, B: in situ 

carcinoma highly expressing MDM2 (score 3 according to Eymin et al), C: in situ carcinoma (same 

biopsy as B) which is negative for p14arf, D: metaplasia showing diffuse nuclear p14arf expression, 

E: moderate dysplasia showing a nucleolar concentration of p14arf, F: moderate dysplasia showing 

diffuse nuclear NPM expression, G: in situ carcinoma showing a nucleolar relocalization of NPM. 
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Figure 2: triple immunofluorescence MDM2, p14arf and p53. 

Legend: triple immunofluorescence stainings with antibodies directed against MDM2, p53 and  

p14arf are shown in figures A (metaplasia), B (in situ carcinoma), C (invasive squamous cell 

carcinoma). The three figures (A-C) include panels for the differential interference contrasts (DIC), 

the overlay image for the three stainings and the individual images for each staining (MDM2, green; 

p53 , blue and p14arf, red) (top panels) as well as a 3x zoom image of the DIC and the overlay image 

with the diagrams of the profiles showing the intensity of each staining along lines drawn across a 

representative nucleus (bottom panels). On these diagrams, the boundaries of the nuclei defined by 

the nuclear envelope (NE) and the nucleoli are indicated (No). In the metaplasia shown in figure 

2A, p14arf was not detected, whereas MDM2 and p53 colocalized in the nucleoplasm excluding the 

nucleoli as demonstrated by the intensity of the fluorescence along the line crossing the nucleus. In 

the in situ carcinoma shown in figure 2B, MDM2 and p53 also colocalized in the nucleoplasm, but 

p14arf was concentrated in nuclear foci identified as nucleoli. In the invasive carcinoma illustrated in 

figure 2C, p53 was not detected and the level of expression of MDM2 and p14arf were similar as in 

figure 2B. However MDM2 remained in the nucleoplasm and the staining could be either weak (a 

few cells stained: Figure 2A) or intense (many cells abundantly labelled: Figure 2B-C). 
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Figure 3: triple immunofluorescence for MDM2, p14arf and NPM 

Legend: triple immunofluorescence stainings with antibodies directed against MDM2, NPM and 

p14arf in figures A (hyperplasia) and B (invasive squamous cell carcinoma). The two figures (A-B) 

include panels for the differential interference contrasts (DIC), the overlay image for the three 

stainings and the individual images for each staining (MDM2, green; NPM , blue and p14arf, red) 

(top panels) as well as a 3x zoom image of the DIC and the overlay image with the diagrams of the 

profiles showing the intensity of each staining along lines drawn across a representative nucleus 

(bottom panels). On these diagrams, the boundaries of the nuclei defined by the nuclear envelope 

(NE) and the nucleoli are indicated (No). The hyperplasia reported in figure A displayed NPM 

detection both in the nucleoli and the nucleoplasm and p14arf colocalized with NPM in the 

nucleoplasm but not in the nucleoli. Figure B illustrates an invasive carcinoma in which NPM and 

p14arf are both expressed and colocalized in the nucleoli only. In both situations, MDM2 remained 

localized in the nucleoplasm excluding the nucleoli. 
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